Dominance, overdominance and epistasis in Pisum sativum L.
Dominant genes are the main cause of the heterosis induced by fasciated mutants of different lines of Pisum sativum. Most of these cases were originally interpreted by different authors as examples of monogenic overdominance. Several not-closely-linked genes appear to have mutated simultaneously in most of the fasciated lines. Although fasciation itself is recessive, other mutant characters, such as lateness, increased stem length (number and length of internodes) and, in part, seed production per plant, show dominant inheritance. The latter two features are, however, to a considerable extent suppressed in the fasciated lines by unfavourable gene-interactions (epistasis). Crossing these lines with non-fasciated ones shows that the epistatic genes are recessive and the dominant genes are then no longer hindered in their action. By eliminating the epistatic genes from the genomes of fasciated lines by recombination, the heterosis phenomenon has been fixed on six independent occasions for different lines. The fasciata genes themselves were found to be the most probable cause of these cases of recessive epistasis. The question whether different kinds of fasciation affect heterosis differently is examined. Recessive epistasis and dominance explain most of the quantitative distinctions between the different hybrids. In addition, one example of heterosis between non-fasciated lines is given and the possible meaning of the overall results for plant breeding and population genetics is mentioned.